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Abstract 1 

Background: N4-like viruses, with specific genomic features and propagation 2 

signatures, comprise a unique viral clade within the Podoviridae family. N4-like viruses 3 

are commonly characterized by the N4-like major capsid protein (MCP) and a giant 4 

virion-encapsulated RNA polymerase (N4-like RNAP) with a size of approximately 5 

3,500-aa, which is the largest viral protein so far described. To date, our understanding 6 

of N4-like viruses is largely derived from 80 viral isolates that infect bacteria. Thus, it 7 

is necessary to expand the diversity of N4-like viruses in culturing-independent 8 

methods. 9 

Methods: A Hidden-Markov-Module based method was designed based on two 10 

characterized N4-specific marker genes, major capsid protein and N4-like virion-11 

encapsulated RNA polymerase. Viral sub-clades were classified based on the 12 

monophyly presented in phylogenic tree and the results of pangenome analysis. Further 13 

analysis assessed different distribution patterns, genomic properties, hosts’ metabolism 14 

reprogramming potentialities, significance of viral tRNA and horizontal gene transfer 15 

landscape. 16 

Results: We identified 1,000 N4-like virus sequences from genomes and metagenomes 17 

representing diverse habitats from around the world. N4-like viruses have been 18 

classified into 27 sub-clades and detected in almost all habitats from pole to pole, 19 

including some novel habitats, such as oral mucosa and Antarctica. Virulent factors 20 

might be crucial for some human-associated N4-like viruses to reprogram the 21 



metabolism of host cells and mediate their pathogenic ability through horizontal gene 22 

transfer. From the pangenome analysis, the protein diversity was expended over 7-fold 23 

and 17 conserved house-keeping genes were identified. Transcriptional compensation 24 

of tRNA indicates that producing progeny virion might be the main significance of viral 25 

tRNAs. From the horizontal gene transfer network, some N4-like viral sub-clades were 26 

observed that potentially infect some important human pathogens, such as 27 

Campylobacteria and Veillonella, which have not been considered as potential hosts of 28 

N4-like virus or even any virus.  29 

Conclusion: This study expands the knowledge of N4-like viruses via global 30 

metagenomic datasets, reveals the novel ecological and genomic signatures of these 31 

viruses and will provide the backbone for further N4-like virus studies.  32 

Keywords: N4-like viruses, pangenome, virulent factors, viral tRNA, horizontal gene 33 

transfer. 34 



Background 35 

Viruses that infect bacteria, known as bacteriophages, could be the most abundant 36 

and diverse life entities in the biosphere, with an estimated global population exceeding 37 

over 1031 [1]. Viruses affect microbial community structure and impact biogeochemical 38 

cycles by lysing their host cells and releasing nutrients into the microbial food web 39 

(named as “viral shunt”), mediate the virus-host co-evolution through horizontal gene 40 

transfer and manipulate the host’s metabolic pathways during infection by expressing 41 

viral-encoded auxiliary metabolic genes (vAMGs) [2, 3]. Bacteriophages have been 42 

found in a wide range of habitats, including the internal environment of macro-43 

organisms, terrestrial and aquatic area and some extreme environments. They have even 44 

been detected in glacier ice, abyssal sediments and fossilized stool specimens from the 45 

Middle Ages [4].  46 

Though diverse morphologies are observed in bacteriophages, head-tail 47 

caudoviruses still comprise the majority of isolated bacteriophages, according to the 48 

public database of 2021 (NCBI virus). The number of species in each family within the 49 

Caudovirales is very different. Siphoviridae is the largest family, containing almost half 50 

of the reported phages, while Podoviridae comprises 12 % of reported phages [5]. 51 

Currently, four groups of short-tail bacteriophages, T7-like, phi29-like, P22-like and 52 

N4-like have been identified [6]. The isolation, genomic features and ecological 53 

landscape analysis of SAR11 viruses and SAR116 viruses, suggests that these short-tail 54 

bacteriophages might be the most abundant entities in the ocean, or even the entire 55 



Earth [7-9]. Thus, the diversity of short-tail phages might well be underestimated. 56 

N4-like viruses, a lineage of Podoviridae with Escherichia virus N4 as the 57 

archetype, exhibit uniquely conserved features in their virion structure [10], genome 58 

architecture [11] and progression of viral gene expression [11], which is significantly 59 

different from T7-like autographiviruses [12]. N4-like viruses are commonly 60 

characterized by the N4-like major capsid protein (MCP) and a giant virion-61 

encapsulated RNA polymerase (N4-like RNAP) with a size of approximately 3,500-aa, 62 

which is the largest viral protein so far described [13]. In addition, N4-like viruses are 63 

the only viral group that transcribes early viral genes without the RNAP of host cells 64 

[14, 15]. In the lifecycle of N4, three viral encoded RNAPs (N4-like RNAP, T7-like 65 

RNAP1 and RNAP2) play essential roles at different stages of viral propagation [6, 16-66 

21]. This unique transcription program of viral genes highlights that N4-like viruses 67 

comprises a special clade in the virosphere, indicating a specific phylogeny in viral 68 

evolutionary history. 69 

The first N4-like virus infecting Escherichia was isolated in 1967 [12], and 80 N4-70 

like viral genomes have since been reported and published in public databases or the 71 

literature. About 54% of these were isolated from Pseudomonas (17 isolates), 72 

Escherichia (13 isolates) and Roseobacter (13 isolates). For exclusively marine bacteria, 73 

nearly all N4-like viruses were roseophages or vibriophages. Only one N4-like virus 74 

infecting Pseudoalteromonas has so far been published in GenBank (pYD6-A). 75 

Similarly, most host-associated N4-like viruses were found to infect either Escherichia, 76 

or pathogenic Pseudomonas. Isolated N4-like viruses infecting other bacteria were 77 



relative rarely reported, suggesting that the investigation of N4-like viruses based on 78 

culturing method could be biased and narrow. Thus, the diversity of N4-like viruses has 79 

not yet been systematically canvassed. Fortunately, vast numbers of viruses can be 80 

identified by bioinformatics analysis of high-throughput sequencing and rapidly 81 

growing viral metagenomes. Recently, deep mining of genomes of several essential 82 

viral groups (such as giant virus, filamentous phages and ssRNA phages) [22-24], has 83 

extended our understanding of global viral diversity and potential linkages among 84 

viruses and hosts.  85 

Here, we report on the neglected diversity of 1,000 N4-like viruses (including 920 86 

metagenomic assembled genomes) from GenBank (2021.01) and IMG/VR (2020.10) 87 

[25]. These viral genomes were detected and filtered from over 2.4 million viral contigs 88 

applying hidden Markov-module [Supporting information Fig. S1]. These genomes 89 

reveal that N4-like viruses are far more diverse, widespread, and ecologically 90 

ubiquitous than previously appreciated. Our result provided a robust baseline to further 91 

mine their potential impacts across multiple hosts and habitats. 92 

 93 

 Results and discussion 94 

N4-like virus (N4LV) are highly diverse and infect a wide range of bacteria 95 

The metagenomic methods used to detect and screen putative N4LVs to evaluate 96 

the global diversity of N4LVs, was based on previous studies [22-24]. This led to the 97 

recovery of 1,000 N4LVs, including 80 isolates [Supporting information Tab. S1] and 98 



920 N4LV metagenome-assembled genomes (N4LVMAGs) (see the Supplementary 99 

Materials). These genomes were screened out from over 2.4 million viral contigs, 100 

belonging to 6,155 metagenomes published in the Integrated Microbial Genomes/Viral 101 

Resources (IMG/VR v.3). Using an approach that relied on conserved N4LVOGs, 444 102 

reference and high-quality genomes (labeled as ‘high-quality’, based on the information 103 

provided by IMG/VR) were found, while others were genomic fragments (543) or 104 

artificial concatenated sequences (12). The assembly length of viral contigs ranged 105 

from 8,393 bp to 198,756 bp with the G+C content ranging from 24.45 to 64.73%. As 106 

N4-like MCP and N4-like RNAP are typical marker genes of N4LVs, a phylogenic tree 107 

was constructed based on these two genes [Fig.1]. The phylogenic tree was expanded 108 

from 80 to 1,000 viral genomes, which can be divided into 27 putative N4LV genera or 109 

subgenus-level sub-clades (N4LVSCs), according to their monophyly in phylogeny as 110 

well as the presence or absence of N4LVOGs, with most of them being novel. This 111 

increases the diversity of the N4LVs by 12.5-fold. Among them, only eight N4LVSCs 112 

(N4LVSC2, N4LVSC7, N4LVSC9, N4LVSC11, N4LVSC20, N4LVSC24, N4LVSC25 113 

and N4LVSC27) existed as viral isolates. 114 

For the N4LVSCs containing isolates, the phylogenic distance of some N4LVs is 115 

not close, which might reflect the bias caused by different hosts-specificity. For instance, 116 

there are eight isolated N4LVs infecting Vibrio that all located in the same branch of 117 

the tree, which was closer to the root than other branches. Vibrio phage vB_VspP_SBP1 118 

(the only member in N4LVSC2) in particular, has a special location on the tree that 119 

indicates it could be much more similar to the common ancestor of N4LVs or underwent 120 



a novel phylogenic progress compared to the others. Some isolated N4LVs, including 121 

N4LVs infecting Acinetobacter, Pectobacter and Pseudoalteromonas, are only located 122 

on the first branch of the phylogenic tree but this could be resulted from the limited 123 

number of isolates of these hosts. A similar phenomenon was observed in the N4LVs 124 

infecting Pseudomonas and Escherichia as that of Vibrio. Most N4LVs are located in 125 

N4LVSC9 (n = 16) and N4LVSC27 (n = 12), except for two that are located in 126 

N4LVSC27 (Pseudomonas phage inbricus and ZC08) and one that is located in 127 

N4LVSC20 (Escherichia phage Pollock). The N4LVs infecting Rhodobacteraceae 128 

(Roseobacter, Dinoroseobacter, Roseovarius, Sulfitobacter and Ruegeria) are all 129 

located in N4LVSC25. In fact, large numbers of isolated N4LVs are located in 130 

N4LVSC27 (n = 31), indicating that the diversity of this sub-clade is higher than others. 131 

The isolated N4LVs in this sub-clade infects a variety of hosts, including 132 

Achromobacter, Delftia, Erwinia, Escherichia, Klebsiella, Pseudomonas, Shigella, 133 

Sinorhizobium and Xanthomonas. Many of these hosts are pathogenic. Thus, the 134 

positions of different N4LVs on the phylogenic tree could be correlated with the 135 

corresponding hosts that they could infect. 136 

There were 19 N4LVSCs without isolates in the species tree, which suggests that 137 

the diversity of N4LVs, based on isolation, is likely to be incomplete. The expansion of 138 

the number of N4LVs mined from metagenomic datasets is significant. In IMG/VR, the 139 

linkages between N4LVMAGs and their putative hosts were predicted by CRISPR, 140 

integrated provirus, and genomic similarity with hosts [25-26]. Unfortunately, predicted 141 

host information is still lacking and only 75 N4LVMAGs have been predicted 142 



successfully. N4LVMAGs infecting Uhrbacteria are included in N4LVSC11. 143 

Uhrbacteria is a candidate bacteria phylum belonging to the superphyla Parcubacteria 144 

[27], which has not so far been cultured. Fourteen N4LVMAGs infecting 145 

Oceanospirillales were detected in N4LVSC13. Most Oceanospirillales taxa have been 146 

regarded as only occurring in marine habitats, that have often been enriched by oil 147 

contaminated areas and possess the ability to degrade long-chain alkanes [28]. The 148 

marine environment could be the primary habitat for those N4LVs in N4LVSC12 149 

N4LVSC13, indicating that these two N4LVSCs could be an undiscovered viral lineage 150 

of marine origin. In addition, N4LVMAGs infecting Thioglobus, an important marine 151 

anaerobic sulfur-oxidizing bacterium [29], dominated in N4LVSC5 and N4LVSC13, 152 

from which no virus has yet been isolated. Half of the N4LVs in N4LVSC16 have been 153 

identified from human-associated viromes. Nine N4LVMAGs have been predicted to 154 

infect Campylobacter, an important human pathogenic microbe growing under strictly 155 

anaerobic or microaerobic conditions [30]. Over 100 viruses infecting Campylobacter 156 

have been isolated, but podovirus has not. Similarly, N4LVMAGs predicted to infect 157 

Neisseria were found in N4LVSC19, a microbe widespread in human/animal-158 

associated environments. Neisseria is also an important human pathogen, with some 159 

species (eg. Meningococcus) being able to infect the mucosal surface of the oropharynx 160 

without any symptoms but occasionally triggering invasive meningococcal disease [31-161 

32]. So far, isolated viruses infecting Neisseria are still lacking and only one prophage 162 

has been reported [33]. Each N4LVSC possesses a signature correlated with their host 163 

and habitat, which has been reflected on their phylogenic statuses. 164 



N4LVs are globally distributed and contain diverse viral-encoded auxiliary 165 

metabolic genes (vAMGs) 166 

N4LVs are globally widespread and comprised of several sub-clades. In the marine 167 

environment, N4LVSC11 and N4LVSC13 seem to be the dominant sub-clades, being 168 

observed widely in marine environments including polar areas (Antarctica, Southern 169 

Ocean and North Pacific Ocean) [Fig. 2 A]. In addition, N4LVSC25, the sub-clade that 170 

includes the majority of marine N4LV isolates such as the N4-like roseophages, are all 171 

from near coastal areas. This distribution of marine N4LVs is unexpected, since 172 

previous reports were mainly associated with N4-like roseophages. Marine N4LVs 173 

comprise nearly half the diversity of N4LVs (45.5%), while others are from host-174 

associated origins (human, animal and plant) (28.6%), waste (11.5%), freshwater 175 

(9.8%), saline or alkaline environments (5.9%) and sediment (0.9%). In addition, 55 176 

N4LVMAGs, belonging to nine N4LVSCs, originated from polar environments, 177 

including N4LVSC3 (Antarctica: Lake Vida), N4LVSC9 (Antarctica: Lake Vida, Ace 178 

Lake, Organic Lake; Greenland; Beaufort Sea), N4LVSC11 (Antarctica: Rauer Islands), 179 

N4LVSC13 (Antarctica: Ace Lake), N4LVSC16 (Antarctica: Lake Vida, Ace Lake; 180 

Beaufort Sea), N4LVSC18 (Antarctica: Rauer Islands), N4LVSC19 (Antarctica: Ace 181 

Lake), N4LVSC25 (Antarctica: Lake Vanda, Rauer Islands), N4LVSC27 (Antarctica: 182 

Lake Vanda). This distribution pattern of N4LVs in cold environments has been 183 

previously observed [21] but the reason why they are so prevalent there is not clear.  184 

Over two hundred N4LVMAGs associated with humans have been found and 185 

these are mainly from viromes associated with the digestive (oral or gut) or respiratory 186 



systems [Fig. 2 B]. Digestive systems are a eutrophic environment that contained 148 187 

N4LVMAGs of nine N4LVSCs. The proportion of different N4LVSCs in the mouth and 188 

gut is different. The dominant sub-clades in the mouth, such as N4LVSC19 and 189 

N4LVSC16, are probably only minor components in the human gut. Some members of 190 

these two N4LVSCs have been predicted to infect either Campylobacter or Neisseria, 191 

both of which could colonize oral mucosa. Eight different N4LVSCs were derived from 192 

the viromes of the human gut [Fig. 2B], suggesting a high diversity of N4LVs in this 193 

eutrophic and hypoxic environment. N4LVSC7 and N4LVSC23 are the dominant sub-194 

clades, contributing 56% of the total N4LVs in the human gut. Host information of these 195 

N4LVSCs is lacking, indicating that more complex microbes inside the human body 196 

might be infected by unknown N4LVs. The diversity of N4LVs in the human respiratory 197 

system was much lower than that of the digestive system. Only four N4LVs, classified 198 

into two N4LVSCs, have been identified from viromes from the lungs. It is possible 199 

that widespread N4LVs might have a mutualistic or coevolutionary relationship with 200 

complex microbial communities, mediated by vAMGs located in their genomes. 201 

Viruses are able to reprogram metabolic pathways by expressing vAMGs that 202 

influence the physiological behavior of the host and further mould microbial 203 

community structure [34]. A total of 627 genes have been confirmed as vAMGs that 204 

can be classified into 13 types [Fig. 2 C]. Notably, virulence factors are the most 205 

frequently observed vAMGs of N4LVs. Virulence factors are most abundant in 206 

N4LVSC19, followed by N4LVSC16. Most virulence factor-related genes tend to be 207 

carried by host-associated N4LVs. Eleven virulence factors were identified, including 208 



virC1 protein [35], yopX protein [36], yadA protein [37], GDP-mannose dehydrogenase 209 

[38-40], F plasmid-carried bacterial toxin [41], virE protein [42], ompA protein [43], 210 

ydaS antitoxin protein [44], zeta toxin protein [45], sdr proteins [46] and bacterial 211 

neuraminidase [47]. The yadA protein is the most virulent factor (n = 112) that is 212 

encoded by 40 N4LVs (including three isolates: Salmonella phage FSL_SP-058, 213 

FSL_SP-076 and Erwinia phage vB_EamP-S6), which mainly exist in N4LVSC19 (n 214 

= 30). Bacteria use yadA protein to infect their host cells via a process of cell adhesion, 215 

making the bacteria harmful and infectious to the host organisms [37]. The yopX protein 216 

was found in 28 N4LVMAGs of N4LVSC16. This protein was first discovered in outer 217 

proteins produced by Yersinia, which is exported by the type III secretion system upon 218 

bacterial infection of host cells. The type III secretion system is encoded on a virulence 219 

plasmid and is necessary for the survival and replication of the bacterium within the 220 

host’s lymphoid tissue [36] and might promote the exacerbation of glandular plague if 221 

Yersinia pestis is impacted by infection with these kinds of N4LVs. These two proteins 222 

are the most abundant virulent factors in N4LVs (78.9%), indicating the crucial role 223 

they play in reprogramming the metabolism of their hosts, especially for parasitic 224 

bacteria. Three vAMGs are referred to the electron transfer and cellular respiration, 225 

including the Fe-S cluster biosynthesis protein (4), thioredoxin (32) and ferredoxins (2). 226 

They also dominated in host-associated N4LVs (68), excepting N4LVSC16 and 227 

N4LVSC19. A significant number of N4LVs had these vAMGs, which belong to 228 

N4LVSC23 (29) and N4LVSC25 (17). Given that most of the N4LVs belonging to 229 

N4LVSC23 and N4LVSC25 lack known virulent-associated proteins and that 230 



N4LVSC16 and N4LVSC19 lack unknown electron transfer-associated proteins, 231 

different strategies of host metabolism reprograming might be applied in different host-232 

associated N4LVs. Our data shows that marine N4LVs might tend to carry less vAMGs 233 

than host-associated N4LVs but some types of vAMGs are specific to marine N4LVs. 234 

Fat and sulfur metabolism-associated protein regulation factors are dominated by some 235 

marine N4LVs, while cellular secretion and cellular signaling related proteins might 236 

only occur in marine N4LVs. Marine N4LVs might need to reprogram their 237 

bacterioplankton host’s metabolism more accurately to maximize their efficiency in 238 

resource-poor oligotrophic ocean gyres. 239 

Pangenome of N4LVSCs demonstrated a special viral conserved genetic strategy 240 

Genetic conservation was common in N4LVs. Some N4LVOGs are shared in 241 

almost all N4LVSCs while some sub-clades were characterized by some unique 242 

N4LVOGs [Supporting information Fig. S2]. We investigated the pangenome of 243 

N4LVSCs through relationship between N4LVOG accumulation viral genome 244 

accumulation [48]. Similar work has focused on N4-like roseophages [20]. We 245 

extended this analysis to all the N4LVs generated in this study. The pangenome analysis 246 

was conducted separately on 80 isolated N4LVs [Supporting information Fig. S3] and 247 

all 1,000 N4LVs, respectively [Fig. 3 A], producing 642 and 4,951 N4LVOGs and 248 

singletons by all-against-all BLASTp. The N4LVOGs increased in abundance 7.7-fold, 249 

while species increased about 12.5-fold. This result demonstrates the astringency of 250 

N4LVOGs expansion when the number of N4LV genomes was increased. The number 251 

of N4LVOGs barely increased after the addition of approximately 700 genomes of 252 



N4LV, illustrating that the genetic diversity of N4LV genes may have reached saturation.  253 

N4LVSCs containing at least 10 members were included to analysis core-genome 254 

signature, thus 12 N4LVSCs were included. There are 3,845 N4LVOGs and singletons 255 

in N4LVSC, with a large proportion being singletons (3,413). Different N4LVOGs are 256 

shared between N4LVSCs with at least 24 being shared (N4LVSC7 and N4LVSC13) 257 

[Fig. 3 B]. These shared N4LVOGs contained both core genes and dispensable genes; 258 

core genes are shared in all or nearly all N4LVs while the latter are shared in at least 259 

two N4LVs. Sixteen N4LVOGs are found in all N4LVSCs [Fig. 3 D], including seven 260 

metabolism genes (homologous genes in N4: gp16, gp24, gp39, gp42, gp43, gp44 and 261 

gp45), three structure genes (gp56, gp57 and gp59), one packaging gene (gp58) and 262 

five conserved genes with unknown functions (gp52, gp54, gp55, gp58 and gp69). 263 

These genes in the viral genomes are modular and are located in specific areas of the 264 

sense or anti-sense strand. The relative position of each module remains conserved, 265 

although it can occasionally be reversed. The terminase large subunit (gp68) is followed 266 

by a conserved hypothetical protein (gp69). Three non-modular genes are dispersed in 267 

different loci, including the RNAP2 (gp16), AAA-domain ATPase (gp24) and a 268 

conserved hypothetical protein (gp52). Unlike the N4-like vRNAP, T7-like RNAP can 269 

mediate the transcription of viral middle genes [14]. This might be the reason that the 270 

locus of RNAP2 is away from other modular core genes. This gene is followed by the 271 

AAA-domain ATPase, a protein participating in the regulation of cellular proteolysis, 272 

which synergistically acts with proteasomes and proteasome-like proteases in protein 273 

degradation [49-50]. These two genes and DNA replication modules are typical viral 274 



early genes of N4LVs that are responsible for nucleotide replication and host 275 

metabolism reprogramming. The structure and packaging gene modules are a viral late 276 

gene that are responsible for virion mutations. Thus, the conservative genetic 277 

arrangement of N4LVs suggests that a similar reproduction strategy could be applied to 278 

all N4LVs. Portal protein, tape-measure protein, MCP, and four conserved hypothetical 279 

proteins (gp52, gp54, gp55 and gp58) are clustered on a relatively narrow area of the 280 

genomes, while a similar situation occurred in the ssDNA binding protein, AAA-281 

domain ATPase, DNA primase, PD-(D/E)XK nuclease and DNA polymerase. Two gene 282 

modules are located on a different strand next to the N4-like RNAP. 283 

Core-genome dilution by accumulation of genomes of each N4LVSC provides a 284 

general view of the conserved gene group at the sub-clade scale [Fig. 3 C]. Core genes 285 

of a sub-clade are shared throughout nearly all members of the sub-clade. N4LVOGs 286 

encoded by over 90% viral genomes were regarded here as core genes. The number of 287 

identified core genes under the applied threshold in each N4LVSC differed substantially, 288 

ranging from four (N4LVSC16) to 52 (N4LVSC20), but that of most N4LVSCs are 289 

between 10 and 30. A high percentage of core genes in N4LVSC20 may imply its highly 290 

conserved phylogenic state. N4LVSC16, by contrast, has the lowest percentage of core 291 

genes, that includes only MCP (gp56), tape-measure protein (gp57) and two conserved 292 

hypothetical proteins (gp58 and gp69). This sub-clade included 45 N4LVMAGs, 293 

although no N4LVs have so far been isolated. This result is unusual because N4LVSC16 294 

has a monophyly in the phylogenic tree [Fig. 1]. The overlap of N4LVOGs of 295 

N4LVSC16 among N4LVSCs, and sub-clade-specific N4LVOGs, also indicates the 296 



special features of this sub-clade that might possess more complex genetic types than 297 

other N4LVSCs [Fig. 3 B and Supporting information Fig. S2].  298 

The pangenome has a large genetic pool driving the evolutionary processes of 299 

N4LVs, since the capacity to increase diversity of a viral clade is limited by its gene 300 

pool [51]. The core-genome of N4LVs are the house-keeping genes of this viral clade 301 

that is conserved in both function and locus, forming a crucial backbone of N4LVs. 302 

These house-keeping genes are present in N4LVs infecting different hosts, suggesting 303 

all N4LVs might have evolved from a viral common ancestor.  304 

Compensation of gene transcription by N4LV carried tRNA 305 

The tRNA carried by viruses promotes translation efficiency of viral genes, as the 306 

tRNA pool of viruses compensates the tRNA pool of their hosts during the viral 307 

propagation. Synergy of codon usage (CU) between a virus and corresponding host 308 

could be a major force mediating co-evolution of virus-host [52]. However, the viral 309 

tRNA genes and CU difference between them is more sophisticated, as similar CU 310 

patterns could be negative for the propagation of virions in a cell [53]. The enhancement 311 

of viral tRNA to each gene in viral genomes is not even, since the translation of certain 312 

genes can be enhanced with a bias by the viral tRNA pool [54-55]. For the 444 high-313 

quality N4LVs, more than half of the genomes (258) contained tRNA genes. The 314 

average and highest number of tRNA genes carried by N4LVs was 3 and 23, 315 

respectively (see the Supplementary Materials). The N4LVMAGs containing tRNA 316 

mostly originated from host-associated sub-clades (133), followed by those of marine 317 

(59) and freshwater (21) origin. Apparent bias among N4LVSCs was also observed, 318 



members of N4LVSC19 occupied the largest portion of tRNA-carrying N4LVs (44), 319 

followed by N4LVSC27 (39) and N4LVSC23 (35). Host-associated N4LVs likely 320 

carried more tRNA to enhance transcription of viral genes, which is particularly notable 321 

in N4LVSC19. 322 

A similar protocol was used t to investigate the pattern of viral tRNA compensation 323 

in N4LVs. The biased tRCI (tRNA compensation index) (considering only the viral 324 

tRNA pool) was used to characterize tRNA compensation of viral gene translations. 325 

The calculated tRCI ranged from 23.9 to 0.01; higher values indicating higher 326 

enhancement of the corresponding viral gene. For the isolated N4LVs, only the first bin 327 

passed the hypergeometric distribution test (p < 0.05), indicating enrichment of this bin 328 

was effective. The proteins with known function in the first bin were classified 329 

according to their functions [Supporting information Fig. S4]. Four groups were 330 

assigned that included replication related proteins, structure/packaging related proteins, 331 

lysis related proteins and vAMGs. A similar result was observed between tRCI and bias 332 

tRCI. Replication related proteins contributes more than half of the proteins with known 333 

functions in both calculations (63.4% and 63.8%, respectively), which is followed by 334 

structure/packaging related proteins (28.4% and 22%, respectively) and lysis related 335 

proteins (6.7% and 9.4%, respectively). Only a small number of vAMGs benefit from 336 

viral tRNA (1.5% and 4.7%, respectively). 337 

The analysis of bias tRCI was extended to all 258 tRNA-carrying N4LVs. Proteins 338 

with known functions were chosen as subjects to assess their enrichment efficiency. 339 

Three bins (Bin 2, Bin 3 and Bin 9) passed the hypergeometric distribution test (p < 340 



0.05) [Supporting information Fig. S5], indicating that the subject enrichment of these 341 

bins is significant. Given that the hypergeometric distribution test of Bin 1 failed and 342 

there is a relatively low tRCI result for Bin 9, only Bin 2 and Bin 3 were used for further 343 

analysis. The proteins with known functions in these two bins were classified into 10 344 

types, including transcription regulation related proteins, nucleic acid synthesis, 345 

peptides modification related proteins, DNA synthesis related proteins, packaging 346 

related proteins, viral absorption related proteins, structure related proteins, vAMGs, 347 

lysis related proteins and others (conserved viral protein with unknown function) [Fig. 348 

4]. Generally, the proteins of nucleic acid synthesis comprise the largest proportion of 349 

these viral tRNA-enhancement proteins (23%). This is followed by transcription 350 

regulation related proteins (17%) and DNA synthesis related proteins (15%). Thus, the 351 

viral replication-associated genes benefit the most from viral tRNA.  352 

The second viral tRNA-enhancement protein group varied by sub-clade. The 353 

proportion of lysis-related proteins in N4LVSC7 and N4LVSC20 was 15% and 18% 354 

respectively, suggesting transcription of lysis-related proteins might be enhanced by the 355 

viral tRNA of these N4LVs in the late period of viral propagation. Peptide modification-356 

related proteins comprised a large proportion of the proteins in N4LVSC23 (15%). The 357 

radical SAM protein also comprise a large proportion (44%) in this protein group, 358 

followed by serine/threonine protein phosphatase (19%) and ATP-dependent zinc 359 

metalloprotease (19%). Diverse reactions are catalyzed by radical SAM proteins, 360 

including unusual methylations, isomerisation, sulphur insertion, ring formation, 361 

anaerobic oxidation and protein radical formation [56]; so they play a vital role in viral 362 



propagation after injection of virions. 363 

Viral tRNA provided only minor beneficial to vAMGs according to our data, with 364 

only 2% of vAMGs being enhanced by viral tRNA. Hence, the manipulation of the 365 

host’s metabolism might not be the main purpose of the tRNA carried by N4LVs. Given 366 

that almost the entire viral tRNA pool is used to enhance the replication of virions, 367 

improvement of the proliferation ratio to generate more progeny virion could be of 368 

significance for this viral tRNA, although this result is impacted by currently available 369 

annotation information. 370 

Linkages between N4LVs and microbial hosts through horizontal gene transfer 371 

(HGT) 372 

Horizontal gene transfer (HGT) is prevalent in microbial communities. The 373 

patterns of gene exchange among various groups of bacteria have been described [57-374 

59]. A total of 5,856 genes of 907 N4LVs have been identified as HGT candidates (see 375 

the Supplementary Materials). HGT network illustrates the linkages between N4LVs 376 

and their putative hosts, which included 85 families under 42 bacteria orders [Fig. 5]. 377 

Proteobacteria seemed to be the most common host of N4LVs, comprising over 97% of 378 

total linkages. Alphaproteobacteria is the largest host group (42%), followed by 379 

Gammaproteobacteria (35%), Epsilonproteobacteria (15%) and Betaproteobacteria 380 

(5%). The HGT linkages associated with Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes comprise less 381 

than 2% and 1%, respectively. The putative hosts from the ten orders contribute over 382 

95% of the linkages, including Rhizobiales (37.1%), Campylobacterales (14.8%), 383 

Oceanospirillales (11%), Enterobacterales (8.7%), Pseudomonadales (8.3%), 384 



Alteromonadales (5.2%), Burkholderiales (3.9%), Rhodobacterales (3.4%), 385 

Veillonellales (1.7%) and Chromatiales (1.1%). As no N4LVs infecting rhizobium have 386 

yet been isolated, the frequent genetic exchanges among N4LVs and Rhizobiales are 387 

unexpected. Rhizobiales are crucial microbes in the rhizosphere, which plays a vital 388 

role in nitrogen fixation [59]. Eleven families within Rhizobiales are present in the 389 

network, including Phyllobacteriaceae, Brucellaceae, Rhizobiaceae, 390 

Hyphomicrobiaceae, Aurantimonadaceae, Chelatococcaceae, Salinarimonadaceae, 391 

Methylocystaceae, Beijerinckiaceae, Xanthobacteraceae and Bradyrhizobiaceae. Over 392 

half of HGT candidates within this order are from Phyllobacteriaceae (1179), followed 393 

by Hyphomicrobiaceae (482) and Brucellaceae (432). The high number of HGT 394 

linkages between N4LV and rhizobia might suggest a high diversity of N4LVs in the 395 

rhizosphere and phyllosphere. The N4LVs infecting rhizobia contain a large number of 396 

host-originated genes, indicating a special co-evolutionary process through genetic 397 

exchange. Plant-associated rhizobia from saprophytes and endosymbionts occupy an 398 

essential ecological niche [61-62]. The interactions between N4LVs, rhizobia and plants 399 

are complex and not well known. By contrast, Rhodobacterales, another common 400 

putative host order within Alphaproteobacteria, that includes most marine-associated 401 

N4LVs that infect Alphaproteobacteria (roseophages), comprise only 3.4% of all HGT 402 

linkages. Marine-originated N4LVs are nearly all roseophages but the proportion of 403 

HGT linkages referred to these N4-like roseophages is small. Approximately 14% of 404 

HGT linkages are associated with Campylobacterales (865). The N4LVMAGs grouped 405 

with Campylobacterales has hardly any HGT linkages with others. Oceanospirillales 406 



are probably the commonest host lineage of N4LVs in the marine environment, 407 

comprising 11% (645) of total HGT linkages, including the families in this order 408 

(Halomonadacae, Oceanospirillacae, Alcanivoracaceae and Kangiellaceae). Most 409 

Oceanospirillales-associated HGT linkages are found in Halomonadacae (n = 324) and 410 

Oceanospirillacae (n = 316).  411 

Forty-two putative bacteria orders were linked by this N4LV-mediated network 412 

and diverse HGT patterns, corresponding to different N4LVSCs, were observed. For 413 

instance, the HGT linkages of Campylobacterales, Veillonellales and Uhrbacteria form 414 

three different groups in the network, which are from N4LVSC16, N4LVSC19 and 415 

N4LVSC 11, respectively. Most HGT linkages were observed in N4LVSC7 (10.9%), 416 

which contains 39 N4LVs, including five isolated N4LVs (Acinetobacter phage Presley 417 

and vB_ApiP_XC38; Pectobacterium phage vB_PatP_CB1, vB_PatP_CB3 and 418 

vB_PatP_CB4). This is followed by N4LVSC16 (9.8%) and N4LVSC13 (9.3%). Most 419 

N4LVSC16-associated HGT linkages are linked to Campylobacter. Similarly, 420 

N4LVSC19 is closely related to Veillonellales and Neisseriales. Nearly all N4LVSC27-421 

associated linkages are related to Rhizobiales and Enterobacterales. The two marine-422 

derived N4LVSCs (N4LVSC12 and N4LVSC13) are closely related to 423 

Oceanospirillales. Many of the N4LVSC13-associated HGT linkages are also from 424 

Rhizobiales. N4LVSC25 and N4LVSC26 mediated linkages between Rhizobiales and 425 

Rhodobacterales, which contained all isolated N4-like roseophages. Similar N4LV-426 

mediating linkages were observed between other bacteria, such as Enterobacterales and 427 

Neisseriales (linked by N4LVSC16), Enterobacterales, Pseudomonadales and 428 



Alteromonadales (linked by N4LVSC25), Oceanospirillales, Uhrbacteria (linked by 429 

N4LVSC11), Burkholderiales and Neisseriales (linked byN4LVSC19). 430 

Many of the important pathogenic bacteria were detected in the HGT network, 431 

which are all from Enterobacterales and Vibrionales. Nine N4LVs were associated with 432 

Vibrio, including three isolates (Vibrio phage phi1, JA-1 and VCO139) and six 433 

N4LMAGs. A number of N4LVs are associated with Enterobacterales, mostly from 434 

Enterobacteriaceae (118), Erwiniaceae (310), and Yersiniaceae (50). Seventeen isolated 435 

N4LVs are linked with Enterobacteriaceae in the network, most of which infected 436 

Escherichia (Escherichia phage vB_EcoP_Bp4, EC1-UPM, vB_EcoP_PhAPEC7, 437 

ECBP1, PMBT57, St11Ph5, PhAPEC5, vB_EcoP_G7C and N4), Salmonella 438 

(Salmonella phage FSL_SP-058 and FSL_SP-076) and Pectobacterium 439 

(Pectobacterium phage vB_PatP_CB1, vB_PatP_CB3 and vB_PatP_CB4). A total of 440 

44 N4LVs are associated with Yersiniaceae through HGT, indicating that N4LVs 441 

infecting Yersinia might be diverse and abundant, even though no isolated N4LV 442 

infecting this lethal pathogen has yet been reported. 443 

The complex genetic exchange between N4LVs and their putative hosts was 444 

reflected in this HGT network, demonstrating the genetic exchange landscape between 445 

N4LV and microbes. However, HGT has rarely been observed in Pelagibacterales (only 446 

one linkage of Pelagibacteria) and Cyanobacteria (only one for Synechococcus), 447 

suggesting that N4LVs infecting these two abundant marine microbes might be rare. 448 

Thus, while the habitats that N4LVs occupy were diverse, the oligotrophic pelagic zone 449 

might not be a natural habitat for them. Some eutrophic areas, such as animal related 450 



internal environments, soil, sewage and coasts might be their preferred habitats. 451 

However, polar area is also a potential habitat of N4LVs based on our result and the 452 

reason is still unclear. Diverse proteobacteria seem to be the only hosts for these N4LVs, 453 

indicating that they might have evolved and differentiated with proteobacteria during 454 

their evolutionary process. Given that isolated N4LVs occupy only a small proportion 455 

of the HGT network, this result sheds light on the diverse N4LV-mediated genetic 456 

exchange patterns within microbes.  457 

 458 

Conclusion and remarks 459 

This investigation, drawing on many previous reports, has expanded the known 460 

diversity of N4LVs. It provides a solid foundation and resource for further investigation 461 

of the different effects that N4LVs have on microbial ecosystems. It will also deepen 462 

our understanding of the evolution and biogeochemical role of these viral clades. 463 

N4LVs are a series of conserved viruses with stable genomic architecture, which might 464 

be essential for their niche in the virosphere. The general evolutionary concept is not 465 

appropriate for viruses, as common ancestor theory is not applicable to these life entities. 466 

It seems that viruses evolved with cellular organisms at the beginning of life and new 467 

viruses were continuous being generated with the differentiation of cells, tissues and 468 

organisms. The origin of viruses spans across billions of years after life first appeared 469 

on earth. Viruses commonly possess high variation rate, while some house-keeping 470 

genes are remarkably stable in different viral clades. This makes it possible to unveil 471 



the cryptic viral phylogenic evolution through investigation of these viral house-472 

keeping genes. Furthermore, the genetic linkages among viruses, prokaryote and 473 

eukaryotes might provide a hidden the key to understand the diverse patterns of life 474 

now. 475 

Given that no N4LV infecting Cyanobacteria and Pelagebacteria have yet been 476 

reported and hardly any linkages in the HGT network were observed, the reasons for 477 

the restricted host spectrum of N4LV remains unclear. As many isolated or 478 

metagenomic assembled N4LVs are from eutrophic environments, this suggests that 479 

greater resources might be required for the propagation of N4LVs. However, N4LVs 480 

are also distributed in polar area, which are often oligotrophic, extreme environments. 481 

Being able to colonise different extreme environments indicates the strong potential for 482 

environmental adaptation of N4LVs, which reflects their successful survival strategies. 483 

It is understood that N4LVs are pervasive in the internal human environment, indicating 484 

that N4LVs are likely to be an as yet hidden but crucial component of the human body 485 

ecosystem. As deadly viruses have been rampant in human society for thousands of 486 

years, these human-associated viruses carrying virulent factors deserve to be 487 

investigated to a much greater degree. The deeper we expand our knowledge of viruses, 488 

the closer we get to the essence of life. 489 

 490 

Methods 491 

Generate module to detect N4LVs in metagenomics 492 



Marker genes were determined based on the principle that a particular gene should 493 

be relatively conserved and present as a single copy in all putative N4LVs. Hence, the 494 

N4-like major capsid protein (MCP) and N4-like virion-encapsulated RNA polymerase 495 

(N4-like RNAP) were recognized as significant characteristics of N4LVs [14-15]. As 496 

these two genes are concentrated on fragments of approximately 20 kbp, searching and 497 

filtering based on these two genes should reveal as many N4LVs as possible. A similar 498 

protocol to the previous one was used here to find putative N4LVs in pre-assembled 499 

IMG/VR datasets. [22-24, 63]. Briefly, 80 published N4-like phages in GenBank were 500 

selected as the reference sets. The reference N4-like MCPs were aligned by MAFFT 501 

(v.7.453) [64] under the global aligning mode. The multiple alignments were used to 502 

build initial N4-like hidden-Markov-modules (HMMs) by HMMER3 [65], which were 503 

then used to conduct the initial search in the IMG/VR protein datasets [26]. The 504 

hmmsearch (E-value < 1e-5) first produced 7279 putative N4-like MCPs. Then 505 

potential duplications (over 99% similarity in over 90% region of each alignment) were 506 

removed by CD-hit [66], resulting in 7260 representative MCPs. Secondly N4-like 507 

HMMs were generated from the results generated in the last step. A second hmmsearch 508 

(E-value < 1e-5) produced 27432 putative N4-like MCP.  509 

The N4-like RNAP was searched by the same method described above, resulting 510 

in 2546 putative N4-like RNAP (E-value < 1e-5). The N4-like RNAP HMMs were then 511 

used to filter all viral contigs containing N4-like MCP. Any contigs excluding N4-like 512 

RNAP, and contigs containing more than one copy of two marker genes were removed; 513 

this resulted in 920 viral contigs [Supporting information SI_Figure1]. 514 



Protein functional annotation and tRNA detection of N4LVs 515 

All N4LV proteins were annotated against non-redundant protein sequences (NR) 516 

(2021.01) by Diamond BLASTp (v.0.9.21) (E-value < 1e-5) [66] and Pfam-A (v.33.3) 517 

[68] by pfam_scan.pl (v.1.6). The tRNA sequences were detected for all high-quality 518 

viral genomes by tRNAscan-SE (v.2.0) [69] under bacteria source and default search 519 

mode. The vAMGs were identified based on annotations from Pfam-A. 520 

Construction of species tree 521 

Two marker genes were used to construct the phylogenic tree. Two marker genes 522 

of all 1000 N4LVs were aligned by MAFFT (v.7.453) [64] in global aligning mode and 523 

trimmed by trimAL (v.1.4) [70] to remove 90% gap region for each alignment). Two 524 

proteins of the marker genes were concatenated by SeqKit (v.0.13.2) [71] and 525 

transferred to IQ-Tree2 [72] to calculate the maximum-likelihood phylogenic tree under 526 

ultrafast mode with the suggested protein module LG+F+R10. The tree was visualized 527 

by iTOL [73]. Twenty-seven sub-clades of N4LV (N4LVSC) were assigned based on 528 

their monophyly in the species tree and the presence or absence of N4LVOGs.  529 

N4LVOGs detection and Pan-/core-genome analysis 530 

In order to cluster the proteins into different families, all-against-all BLASTp (E-531 

value < 1e-5, query cover > 50%, percentage of identity > 30%) were conducted for all 532 

61769 N4LVOGs of the 1000 N4LVs. Othorfinder2 [74] was used to cluster the 533 

N4LVOGs from the results of the all-against-all BLASTp, resulting in 4951 N4LVOG 534 

and singletons. All N4LVOGs were mapped to corresponding genomes plotting the 535 



pangenome accumulation curve by R. Each additional genome was randomly sampled 536 

100 times and the medians of the boxes (boxes was not displayed for clarity) were 537 

linked by curve. In the core-genome analysis, only high-quality genomes of N4LV were 538 

included to avoid the bias of using incomplete genomic fragments. Core-gene 539 

accumulated curves were plotted by a similar method to the pangenome analysis. Only 540 

N4LVSCs containing at least 10 high quality-genomes so that 12 N4LVSCs were 541 

included in this analysis. Clade-specific N4LVOGs (unique genes) of the 12 N4LVSCs 542 

were visualized with heatmap using R. Twenty-one high-quality genomes of N4LV 543 

were selected for the mapping synteny plot of the comparative genomics using ViPTree 544 

(v.1.9) [75]. 545 

Assessment of translation compensation for N4LV-encoded tRNA 546 

In order to investigate the compensation of gene translation efficiency that is 547 

enhanced by viral-encoded tRNA, tRCI (tRNA compensation index) was used to assess 548 

such compensation [54]. Host information on the N4LVs is mostly lacking and only 549 

available for 74 of the N4LVMAGs. As detailed host information is unknown, a 550 

modified method was applied here.  551 

First, tRCI of the isolated N4LVs containing tRNA was calculated in two ways, on 552 

whether viral gene translation by tRNA-pool-enhancement significantly depends on the 553 

host or not. Results from both methods were compared to determine discrepancy. A CU 554 

table of each coding sequence of the related 44 tRNA-carrying N4LVs and their 555 

corresponding host genomes, was calculated by EMBOSS. Codon frequency (per 1000 556 

codons) of each tRNA in the corresponding N4LV were retrieved from the CU table of 557 



each viral sequence and host genome, separately. For a single viral coding sequence, 558 

the continued product (item was ignored if value of corresponding frequency was 0) 559 

was calculated through the retrieved codon frequencies in the last step, then divided by 560 

the continued product of that of host to produce the tRCI1 of this coding sequence.  561 

The continued product of the corresponding codon frequency of the hosts was then 562 

regarded as a constant (n = 1 here). This aimed to remove influence of drivers of the 563 

tRNA pool in different hosts, then tRCI2 was calculated for the same coding sequence. 564 

The two arrays of tRCI produced in last step were normalized by z-scoring and the 565 

Pearson’s correlation coefficient (R-value) was calculated to characterize the 566 

discrepancy between the arrays. A high similarity and correlation were observed (R-567 

value = 0.988), indicating the latter method was reliable. 568 

The 257 tRNA-containing N4LVs (213 high-quality N4LVMGs and the 44 569 

isolated N4LVs) were used to calculated tRCI, based only on their tRNA pool. A total 570 

of 20196 biased tRCI of the N4LVs coding sequences were calculated, sorting by their 571 

values. These sorted tRCI were equally divided into ten bins (n = 2020, approximately). 572 

A hypergeometric distribution test was used to assess the enrichment of these bins 573 

(enrichment was regarded as effective for a bin if p < 0.05), based on proteins with 574 

known functions that were subjected to BLASTp against the NR (2021.01). According 575 

to the bin of tRCI, the studied gene groups (proteins with known functions) were 576 

considered as having an efficient translation enhancement by viral tRNA if the related 577 

bins passed the hypergeometric distribution test. 578 

HGT network among N4LVs and putative host 579 



A similar protocol to that previous applied was used to construct the HGT network 580 

[22]. Briefly, all proteins belonging to the high-quality N4LVs were subjected to 581 

BLASTp against the viral NR datasets (taxonomy 10239) and bacteria NR database 582 

(taxonomy 2) (E-value<1e-50, query/subject cover > 50%, percentage of identity > 583 

50%). Best hits within the same N4LVSCs (viral NR database) and orders (Prokaryotic 584 

NR database) were removed. Hits with lower E-value in the Prokaryotic NR database 585 

compared to those in viral NR database were considered as a candidate HGT. The 586 

taxonomic categories of the bacteria hosts with HGT linkage were retrieved from NCBI 587 

by TaxonKit [76]. Results with at least ‘Order’ taxon information were retained to build 588 

the network, resulting in 5856 HGT candidates. Twenty-seven N4LVSCs (444 high-589 

quality N4LVs) were used to construct the bacteria-viral HGT linkage network through 590 

Gephi (Force Atlas, edge weight 2) [77]. 591 

 592 
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Fig. 1 The phylogenic tree of maximum likelihood was generated from concatenated two core-gene

 (N4-like major capsid protein and N4-like virion-encapsulated RNA polymerase) displayed the 

diverse subclades of N4-like virus (N4LVSC). Total 27 N4LVSCs assigned in phylogenic tree, 

sub-clades are colored by light grey or dark grey, presenting isolated virus existent or without 

existent respectively, and the isolates are labeled as green bold branches. The annotations of the 

tree from outside to inner side is origin of corresponding viral contig (color legend is showed on the 

upper left side), G+C content, assemble length and host names of isolated N4-like viruses (N4LVs) 

(colored by burgundy)/number of N4LVSCs (colored by skyblue) separately.
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Fig. 3 The pan-/core-genome analysis of N4LVs. (A) Pangenome curve was plotted based on the 

protein groups of orthologs (N4LVOGs) accumulation with all 1000 N4LV genomes accumulation. 

Medians of each sampling under complete random were linked to form this curve. (B) The number of 

shared N4LVOGs between N4LVSCs is showed in the heatmap. The deeper the color, the more 

N4LVOGs are included in this N4LVSC, and the number of N4LVOGs is displayed inside each box 

of the heatmap. Only high-quality N4LVs in at least 10 members-containing N4LVSC were included 

in this analysis to avoid bias of incomplete genomic fragment or insufficient sample size. (C) The 

core-genome curve with sampling boxes plot were plotted based on core N4LVOG dilution with the 

high-quality N4LV genomes accumulation. (D) Genomic synteny analysis of 21 complete or nearly 

complete N4LVs. Conserved proteins in genomes are labeled as different colors. There were 21 high-

quality genomes of N4LV selected to map synteny of comparative genomics.
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Fig. 4 Number of transcriptions compensated genes by viral tRNA in different N4LVSCs. The genes 

included in Bin 2 and Bin 3 were classified as 10 types, indicating by the pie chart in different colors.

 The observations of diverse types of gene are varied in different N4LVSCs, which is indicated by the 

bar chart. The percentage in the pie chart shows the ratio of each component comparing with the whole.



Fig. 5 The horizontal gene transfer (HGT) linkage network of high-quality N4LVs with their putative

 hosts. Top 11 N4LVSCs that occupied over 90% HGT linkages are labeled as specific colors, while 

other 15 N4LVSCs, isolated N4LVs are labeled as grey dots and green triangles, respectively. The 

HGT-occurred bacteria hosts are labeled as hollow circles with dash line, which names are labeled 

near corresponding hollow circles. The pie chart on the bottom left illustrated the percentage of HGT 

linkage observation for each taxonomic category in phylum level
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Figures

Figure 1

The phylogenic tree of maximum likelihood was generated from concatenated two core-gene (N4-like
major capsid protein and N4-like virion-encapsulated RNA polymerase) displayed the diverse subclades
of N4-like virus (N4LVSC). Total 27 N4LVSCs assigned in phylogenic tree, sub-clades are colored by light
grey or dark grey, presenting isolated virus existent or without existent respectively, and the isolates are
labeled as green bold branches. The annotations of the tree from outside to inner side is origin of
corresponding viral contig (color legend is showed on the upper left side), G+C content, assemble length
and host names of isolated N4-like viruses (N4LVs) (colored by burgundy)/number of N4LVSCs (colored
by skyblue) separately.



Figure 2

The source of N4LV in global scale and human body respectively, as well as the distribution of potential
viral-encoded auxiliary metabolic genes (vAMGs). (A) The origins of N4LVSCs are showed in the map in
the accordance of information providing by IMG/M. Isolated N4LVs are labeled as green star, while other
metagenomic assembly genomes (N4LVMAGs) are labeled as the colored nodes. Top 11 N4LVSCs
containing over 90% N4LVs are labeled as speci�c colors, while other 16 N4LVSCs are labeled as grey. (B)
The human-associated N4LVSCs are showed in the diagram of human body in the accordance of
information providing by IMG/M. Four main viral metagenomics sources are referred to human body,
including oral cavity, skin, respiratory system and guts. The components of different N4LVSCs in oral
cavity are showed in the pie chart. (C) The observation of potential vAMGs was classi�ed as 13 groups.
The bar chart on the bottom left side indicates distribution in diverse habitats, and the heatmap on the
bottom right side indicates distribution in different N4LVSCs. Note: The designations employed and the
presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the
part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area o bbnhjr of its
authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by
the authors.



Figure 3

The pan-/core-genome analysis of N4LVs. (A) Pangenome curve was plotted based on the protein groups
of orthologs (N4LVOGs) accumulation with all 1000 N4LV genomes accumulation. Medians of each
sampling under complete random were linked to form this curve. (B) The number of shared N4LVOGs
between N4LVSCs is showed in the heatmap. The deeper the color, the more N4LVOGs are included in this
N4LVSC, and the number of N4LVOGs is displayed inside each box of the heatmap. Only high-quality
N4LVs in at least 10 members-containing N4LVSC were included in this analysis to avoid bias of
incomplete genomic fragment or insu�cient sample size. (C) The core-genome curve with sampling
boxes plot were plotted based on core N4LVOG dilution with the high-quality N4LV genomes
accumulation. (D) Genomic synteny analysis of 21 complete or nearly complete N4LVs. Conserved
proteins in genomes are labeled as different colors. There were 21 highquality genomes of N4LV selected
to map synteny of comparative genomics.



Figure 4

Number of transcriptions compensated genes by viral tRNA in different N4LVSCs. The genes included in
Bin 2 and Bin 3 were classi�ed as 10 types, indicating by the pie chart in different colors. The
observations of diverse types of gene are varied in different N4LVSCs, which is indicated by the bar chart.
The percentage in the pie chart shows the ratio of each component comparing with the whole.



Figure 5

The horizontal gene transfer (HGT) linkage network of high-quality N4LVs with their putative hosts. Top
11 N4LVSCs that occupied over 90% HGT linkages are labeled as speci�c colors, while other 15 N4LVSCs,
isolated N4LVs are labeled as grey dots and green triangles, respectively. The HGT-occurred bacteria
hosts are labeled as hollow circles with dash line, which names are labeled near corresponding hollow
circles. The pie chart on the bottom left illustrated the percentage of HGT linkage observation for each
taxonomic category in phylum level
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